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Editor’s Note
The goal of The Masters Review is to showcase authors who will continue to 
produce great work. Simply put, we wanted to find the best in emerging talent. We 
focused on MA, MFA, and PhD creative writing students not only because that 
pool represented a focused group of authors who were committed to developing 
their craft, but also to recognize the wonderful programs and schools that support 
them. The work we received during the submissions process was overwhelming. The 
caliber of fiction and narrative nonfiction in today’s graduate-level creative writing 
programs is exceptional, and compiling our shortlist from such a talented group 
was no easy task. Our judge, Lauren Groff, chose the final ten for publication, 
producing a collection that is wonderfully diverse, creative, and accomplishes our 
goal of exposing talented writers. We have no doubt the stories you read here act 
as an exceptional preview of more work to come from these authors. Enjoy.



Introduction
Stories are the way we ease ourselves into our own contradictions. We can love the 
world and fear it with every sinew in our bodies; we can long for the very thing 
that may destroy us. Our stories are the flickering flames we hold to examine the 
darkness and beauty all tangled up in our crazy hearts.

The story of this inaugural edition of The Masters Review is this: that writers 
accomplish great things when they are both students and masters at the same time. 
The best way to approach our daily work is to allow the cold-eyed confidence in 
our abilities cohabit with the humility of knowing that the story will be told in its 
own time, in its own way. No matter how much we have written, we should hope 
to contain this particular contradiction in our hearts every time we sit down before 
the empty notebook or the clear screen. The ten writers in this anthology have all 
learned to be both the student and the master of the stories they are telling. The 
collection is diverse, ranging from the Philippines to Africa to a recognizable modern-
day America, but every piece demonstrates its writer’s patient and generous art.

Some of these stories are savage: with Wellspring, K.M. Ferebee has written a 
story as dark and beautiful as any fairy tale, and Fabienne Josaphat’s Her Dream of 
Water, about the plight of a Haitian immigrant to America who becomes a nanny, 
broke my heart in the best way. Some stories explore less dramatic situations, but are 
equally vast and wise: Rachael Warecki has a rare talent, and her The Rites of Summer 
is about so much more than the wedding her wry narrator attends. Nada Samih’s In 
the Time of the Birthing Tree, Heidi J. Moore’s Coydog, and Monica Macansantos’ The 
Feast of All Souls find a ferocious life in death. Brendan Park’s marvelously strange 
Sapere Aude is a meditation on the beauteous and the monstrous. Madeleines by 
Wendy Trimboli Roberts cuts right into a fraught ethical knot in WWII France. Erica 
Sklar’s A Body in Motion, about swimming and love and the body, made me feel 
as if I were floating gorgeously in the middle of a cold, clear river. When I read in 
Zana Previti’s The Sticking Place, the words, “But to miss something must mean that 
you feel it, consistently, an ache or throb where something vital has been wrenched 
away,” I thought, simply, “Yes.”

That feeling of affirmation—that ring of a small internal bell—is the very best 
response a writer can provoke in a reader. I heard that bell in every story the hard-
working editors of The Masters Review sent me. I heard it most loudly and clearly 
for the ten selected for this volume.

I hope you’ll respond to these stories with a similar sense of wonder. The writers 
collected are talented to the very marrow of their phalanges. I am confident that we, 
who can count ourselves among their first readers, will hear quite a lot from them 
in the future. I will be cheering for them every step of the way.

 
~Lauren Groff


